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Abstract 
The paper presents a study of n-person cooperative games without side payments in the 
case of vector payoffs of players. Recently, much attention has focused on problems with 
vector payoffs in the field of game theory, since multicriteria models can better apply 
to real-world situations. In the paper, solution concepts are formulated and analysed. A 
nucleolus concept is proposed which is invariant on affine transformation of criteria and 
coincides with the Schmeidler nucleolus in case of unicriteria games with payments and 
with Raiffa-Kalai-Smorodinsky solution in case of unicriteria bargaining problem. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The theory of cooperative games has been intensively investigated, especially in the case 
of games with side payments. The most interesting results can be found in the papers 
by Shapley, Schmeidler, Aumann, Maschler, to mention only some leading researchers. 
The theory of the games without side payments has not been so developed, however some 
important results have been obtained, among others, by Aumann (1961), Peleg (1963), 
Stearns (1964), Kalai (1975). The theory of cooperative games has been developed under 
a general assumption that the players outcomes are measured by explicitly given utili
ty function satisfying some assumptions. In practical problems the outcomes are usually 
measured by some number of criteria, and the utility function are not explicitly given. 
Papers dealing with cooperative games with multicriteria outcomes of players are rela
tively rare. We would like to mention the paper by Bergstressen, Yu (1977), where Yu' 
domination structures were utilized to define and analyse the cooperative games with side 
payments. Some number of questions to be solved were formulated. However, we have not 
found in the literature any paper on multicriteria games without side payments. 
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In this paper we make an attempt to develop the theory of cooperative games without 
side payments in the case of multicriteria payoffs of the players. We do not assume any 
a priory given utility function of a player. However it is assumed that every player has 
his in mind preferences among the criteria. The preferences can be in general context de
pendent. Similarly as in aspiration function approach Wierzbicki (1982, 1986), we assume 
the reference points in the spaces of objectives of the players. The points define direction 
improving the criteria, which are used in an analogous way as in the goal attainment 
method Gembicki, Haimes (1975) to the sets describing payoffs of coalitions. 

The study presented in the paper continues previous research of the authors on the mul
ticriteria bargaining problem and decision support Krus, Bronisz, Lopuch (1990), Krus, 
Bronisz (1993) and on multicriteria noncooperative games Krus, Bronisz (1994). 

2 PROBLEM FORMULATION 

Let N = {I, 2, ... , n} be the finite set of the players, and let N be the set of all nonempty 
subsets of N. For any coalition 8 E N: 
E S = X iESEi be a decision space of players in 8, where Ei is a decision space of the i-th 
player i E N. 
GS = X iESGi be an objective space of players in 8, where Gi is a ki dimensional Euclidean 
space of outcomes of the i-th player i E N, 
QS : E S -; GS be a vector valued function defining multicriteria payoffs of players in 8, 
where Qi : Ei -; Gi is a vector valued function of the i-th player payoffs. 

For simplicity of notation, we assume that each player tries to maximize all his criteria. 
For any x = (Xi)iEN E GN let x S = (Xi)iES denote payoffs of the players in S, where 
Xi = (Xit, Xi2, ... , Xik) E Gi = Rk;. 

Let E8 c E S be a set of admissible decisions of the players in 8. A cooperation of 
players can be defined by a collection {VS}SEN of sets V S, V S c GS, where V S = QS(E8) 
denotes the set of attainable multicriteria payoffs of the players in 8. 

We employ a convention that for x, y E Rm, and for any m: 
X :::: y implies Xi :::: Yi for all i = 1,2, ... ,m, 
X> Y implies Xi :::: Yi, X =1= y for all i = 1,2, ... , m, 
X» y implies Xi> Yi for all i = 1,2, ... ,m 

Definition 1 
A multicriteria n-person cooperative game without side payments (n-person MCC 

game) is described by a collection V = {VS}SEN of sets V S satisfying the following 
conditions: 

1. V S is closed and nonempty subset of GS, 
2. V S is upper bounded, i.e. there exists x S E GS snch that V S c {yS E GS : yS::; x S}, 
3. for any x S E GS, yS E V S, if there is yS < x S, then yS E int(VS), 
4. for each two coalitions 8, TEN, such that 8 n T = 0, V S X vT C v suT • 

The formulation of MCC game is closely related to the formulation of cooperative game 
without side payments given by Aumann (1967). 
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3 GENERAL MULTICRITERIA SOLUTION CONCEPTS 

We denote by n a class of all n-person MCC games. A solution concept is a function 
F: n --- eN, which associates to each game V E n a set of payoffs F(V) C VN. 

Definition 2 
A core of the game V is the set core(V) = {X E V N : for every coalition 5 there is no 

yS E VS, such that Yi > Xi for every i E 5}. 

A payoff belongs to a core if for every coalition, there is no payoff improving at least 
one criterion of each member. 

Definition 3 
A function Is : eN x n ___ R will be called an excess function for the coalition S if 

it satisfies the following conditions: 

1. If x, Y E eN are such that Xi = Yi for every i E 5, then for every game V, 

Is(x, V) = Is(Y, V) 

2. If X,Y E eN such, that Xi > Yi for every i E 5, then for every game V, 

ls(x, V) < Is(y, V) 

3. For any game V, if xS E boundary(VS ) then Is(x, V) = o. 
4. ls(x, V) is continuous jointly with respect to X and V. 

The excess function ls(x, V) reflects the "attitude" of coalition 5 to the payoff x. The 
condition 1 means that the excess function does not depend on the remaining players in 
N. The condition 2 assures that if at least one criterion of some players in payoff increase, 
then an excess function of the coalition created by them decreases. Condition 3 divide 
payoffs onto 2 categories: attainable for any coalition 5 - when ls(x, V) ~ 0 and such that 
coalition can not assure - when ls(x, V) < O. From the conditions 2 and 4 we have that if 
X,y E eN are such that Xi ~ Yi for every i E 5, then for every game V, ls(x, V) ~ ls(y, V). 

The proposed conditions are a generalization of the condition imposed on an excess 
function for classical cooperative game without side payment proposed in Kalai (1975) to 
MCC game. 

Definition 4 
A payoff X E V is called individually rational if it belongs to the set 

I R(V) = {x E VN: for every i E N there is no y E V{i} for which Yi > Xi}. 

A payoff X E V are called group rational if it belongs to the set 

eR(V) = {x E VN: there is no y E VN for which Yi > Xi for every i EN}. 
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Individual rationality means that no player agrees on a payoff "worse" than he can get 
acting individually. Group rationality says that each player tries to maximize his payoff. 

Theorem 1 
For any collection of excess functions {ls}sE.N', for every game V 

care(V) = {x E GR(V): ls(x, V) ::; 0, for every S E N\{N}}. 

The proof can be found in Kru8, Bronisz (1993). 

Definition 5 
Let 0( x) be the vector in RI.N'I-l obtained by arranging values of the excess functions 

l.(x, V) of all coalitions S in N, S =I- N in the nonincreasing order. The nucleolus is 
defined by 

N(V) = {x E IR(V): 0(x) ::;le3O O(y) for any y E IR(V)}. 

For any vectors x, y E R:", x ::;le3O y means that x = y, or that there is an integer k, 
1 ::; k ::; Tn, such that Xi = Yi, for 1 ::; i < k and that Xk < Yk. 

Theorem 2 
For any collection of excess functions {ls}sE.N', for every game V, the nucleolus N(V) 

is nonempty. Moreover, if the core is nonempty then 

N(V) c care(V). 

The proof can be found in Kru8, Bronisz (1993). 

4 PROPOSED EXCESS FUNCTION, NUCLEOLUS AND THEIR 
PROPERTIES 

Let:r = (:rl,:r2, ... :rn ) E GN and x = (Xl,X2,""Xn ) E GN be given points such that 
:r E wIR(V), :ri E V{i} and x» :r. A point:r can be treated as a preferred payoff of 
players acting individually, and x as a payoff describing the players "aspiration levels". 
According to aspiration function approach Wierzbicki (1982, 1986), the payoffs :r and x 
define a desirable improvement direction of the players payoffs. The improvement direction 
(assuming a normalization among the players) can be formulated by: 

Wi(:r, x) E G i = Rk., Wi(;r, x) = (Wil(:r, x), ... , wid:r, x)), for i E N, 

_ Xij - [Iij 
Wij (:r, x) = -",---Ok-; --'-(-_-,. -'_-'--, -.) . 

wj=l XtJ !f'tJ 
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It can be easy noticed that for every i E N, 

k; 

L Wij (;r, x) = 1. 
j=I 

Let wS (;r, x) = (Wi(;r, x) liES E e S. In our approach, we are looking for solution concepts 
to the game which depend on preferences of every player. The composition of the players 
preferences is expressed by the points ;r and x. The normalization of weights assures 
anonymity of the players. 

For given points ;r and x, we propose the following function Is: 

where: 
s denotes the number of players in S, 
t(;r, x) = (tl (;r, x), ... tn (;r, x)) E Rn, tS (;r, x) = (ti (;r, x) )iES, 
ti(;r, x) = sup{ t E R: (;ri + t . Wi(;r, x)) E p{i}(VN)}, 
pS : eN -> e S is the projection of eN on e s , i.e. pS(VN) = {x s : x E VN}, 
t(;r, x) 0 w(;r, x) = (tl . WI (;r, x), ... , tn . wn(;r, X)) E eN, 
tS(;r, x) 0 wS(;r, x) = (ti . Wi(;r, X))iES E e S. 

It has been shown Krus, Bronisz (1993), that the following lemma fulfills: 

Lemma 1 
For given;r and x, the function hs(x, V,;r,x) is an excess function for MCC game. 

Definition 6 
A payoff u(;r, x) = (Ui(;r, x) )iEN is an utopia payoff relative to ;r and x if for each 

i E N 

Ui(;r, x) = sup{ Xi E p{i}(VN) : Xi = ;ri + t . (Xi - ;rJ for some t E R}. 

It is easy to notice that the following equations are satisfied: 

hs(x, V,;r,x) = hs(x, V,;r,u(;r,x)), 

and for any z E eN such that z = ;r + t . w(;r, x) for some t E R, t > 0, 

hs(x, V,;r,x) = hs(x, V,;r,z). 

From the equations it follows that the excess function hs(x, V,;r,z) depends only on;r 
and on direction W generated by x, but does not depend on value of X. The players i in N 
are balanced with weights, which are proportional to the distances of Ui -;s. The distance 
for particular player describes his "bargaining power" in the MCC game. 
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Definition 7 
Let T = (TI, ... , Tn) : as --> as be an arbitrary affine transformation such that 

Tijx = (aij' Xij + bi;), where aij > 0, for i E N, j = 1,2, ... k;. We say that a solution 
concept F(V) is invariant under positive affine transformation of criteria if 

F(TV) = T F(V). 

Proposition 1 
For given g: and x, the nucleolus N(V, g:, x) generated by the function hs ( x, V, g:, x) is 

invariant under positive affine transformations of criteria, i.e. 

N(TV,Tg:,Tx) = TN(V, g:, x). 

Proof. Let T be as in the definition 7 and let T S = (Ti)iES : as --> as. To proof the 
proposition 1 we show that for any coalition S, any x E aN, and any t > 0, 

S tS(Tx, Tx) S S ( S tS(x, x) S ) 
T xS+t· ~ ow (Tg:,Tx)=T x +t.~ow (g:,x) . 

For any i E Nand j such that 1 :S j :S ki , from the above equations we have 

and 

ti(g:, xl ti(Tg:, Tx) 
",k. (- ) = ",k. (_ ) . 
LJ,i=l Xij - !f.ij L...Jj=l aij Xij - ;£ij 

We obtain 

ti(Tx, Tx) ( ) TijXij + t· - . Wij Tg:, Tx = 
< S 

( 
ti(X,X) (Xij-g:ij)) ( ti(X,X) ) a" x .. +t·_--· +b .. =T .. x .. +t·_-_·w«(x x) . 

~J lJ "'"' ki (_ ) '/,J ~J tJ i) _, 

S L.Jj=1 Xij - g:ij S 

Therefore the excess function h8(X, V, g:, x) is independent on positive affine transfor
mation of criteria, i.e. for any SEN and an arbitrary affine transformation T such as in 
the definition 7, 

hs(Tx,TV,Tg:,Tx) = hs(x, V, g:, x). 
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From the definition of the nucleolus we have immediately the result of the proposition. 
o 

It can be verified that the nucleolus generated by the functions hs is a generalization 
to MCC games of the nucleolus originally defined in Schmeidler (1969) for unicriteria, 
cooperative games with side payments. 

Let us assume that the game V is such that sub coalitions containing more then one 
player and less then n players are trivial, i.e. if lSI i- 1, lSI i- N then 

Let (VN ,;!'.) be an n-person multicriteria bargaining problem (MCB problem) defined as in 
Bronisz, Krus (1988), Krus, Bronisz (1993). If the solution concept fR(V N ,;!'., u) proposed 
in Bronisz, Krus (1988) for MCB problem (VN ,;!'.) is Pareto optimal in V N then it can 
be shown that 

The solution fR(V N ,;!'., u) is a generalization (see Bronisz, Krus 1988) of the Raiffa-Kalai
Smorodinsky solution originally defined and analysed for classical bargaining problem (i.e. 
if ki = 1 for every i E N) in Raiffa (1953), Kalai, Smorodinsky (1975), Thomson (1980). 

In the unicriteria case (i.e. if ki = 1 for every i EN), if the subcoalitions are trivial, the 
nucleolus proposed here coincides with the original Imai solution to bargaining problem 
Imai (1983). The Imai solution lexicographically improves the Raiffa-Kalai-Smorodinsky 
solution if the last one is not Pareto optimal. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

In the paper, multicriteria cooperative games without side payment have been formulated. 
Concepts of core, excess function and nucleolus are formulated and analysed. In our ap
proach we follow the way applied by Kalai (1975) in the classical case of unicriterial payoffs 
of players, trying to generalize it on the case of multicriteria games. Main result consists in 
the proposition of a new excess function which is independent on affine transformations of 
criteria. The nucleolus generated by the function is invariant on affine transformations of 
the players criteria. It is shown that the nucleolus coincides with the Schmeidler nucleolus 
in case of unicriteria games with side payments, with generalized Raiffa-Kalai- Smorodin
sky solution proposed and discussed in Krus, Bronisz (1993), Bronisz, Krus (1988) in 
the case of multicriteria bargaining problem and with Raiffa-Kalai-Smorodinsky solution 
Raiffa (1953); Kalai, Smorodinsky (1975) in the case of classical unicriteria bargaining 
problem. 

Further research will be devoted to construction of interactive procedures supporting 
players in analysis of the multicriteria game and in selection of an agreeable, consistent 
to the players preferences payoff. The proposed nucleolus seems to be candidate for such 
a payoff. Other forms of excess function and nucleolus concepts formulated with use of 
the functions will be analysed. 
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